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Chapter One

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESSES
The role of commencement speakers: “Think of yourself as the 
body at an Irish wake. They need you in order to have the party, 
but nobody expects you to say very much.”

     -Anonymous

It’s a sunny day in late spring. Mothers and daughters in flowered dresses chat excitedly. 
Fathers check their video cameras as they jockey for positions near the brightly 

decorated platform. The crowd becomes quiet as the strains of Elgar’s Pomp and 
Circumstance fill the air. Across the lawn streams the festive procession: the marshal 
with the college mace, the faculty and administration whose brightly colored hoods 
contrast against their black robes. Finally come the graduates, their faces glowing 
with pride. Another commencement has begun.

Commencement is a time when mentors and their protégés alike, administra-
tors, faculty and students, all celebrate the collective effort to birth educated citizens 
and send them forward into the world and away from their institution of learning 
as graduates. This unique rhetorical occasion marks both the beginning and the end 
of a process and, for the most part, has endured as a tradition for all institutions of 
education. But the shape of the ceremony and, especially, the rhetorical occasion 
itself has changed in many ways.

The commencement ceremony is one of the last, if not the last, social and 
religious rites of passage that are commonly observed by many Americans. Bellah 
suggests that the United States of America has developed an elaborate and well-de-
fined civil religion that is central to many aspects of American culture. Pomp and 
Circumstance suggests that commencement can be seen as a rite of this religion. As 
we will see, commencement not only manifests many of the outward trappings of 
religious ceremony like ritual clothing, music and actions, but it uses a ritualized 
format in order to celebrate the tenets of American civil religion as described by 
Bellah and Greeley and to instruct or remind the graduates of the importance of 
expressing these tenets in their lives as fully mature participants in the American 
democratic process. Central to the format, or liturgy, of the graduation ceremony is 
the commencement address, just as the sermon or homily is central to the modern 
Protestant order of worship.

Therefore, it is no surprise to find that many commencement speeches echo 
the ideals presented by Greeley as central to civil religion.  In speaking of the gradu-
ates, most commencement addresses present what Greeley terms a “hopeful view 
of the human condition.”  For instance, Elizabeth Grey Vining, in her 1954 address 
given at the New Jersey College for Women, speaks of the great “potentialities of 
further knowledge and service to the world” which will give graduates “countless 
possibilities of happiness and growth and unfolding interests...” In recounting the 
story of the “the man in the water,” Betty Siegel speaking at Lynchburg College in 
1995 expresses what Greeley calls the “profound conviction about the freedom and 
dignity of the individual person.”

In addition to Greeley’s tenets, civil religion often presents a vision of an ideal 
America, which stems from the strong Judeo-Christian roots of the country’s found-
ers.  Political and social conservatives tend to see America as being perfect in past 
times, an Edenic vision. Political and social liberals tend to see America growing 
toward a future perfection.   

Conservatives J. Edgar Hoover, speaking at the University of the South in 1941 
and Jesse Helms, speaking at Grove City College in 1982, give remarkably similar 
commencement addresses despite the forty years that separate the two events.  Both 
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describe a lost American ideal. Hoover sees the founding fathers as reaching “a 
summit of accomplishment that was the marvel of the civilized world” in danger of 
destruction by “the creeping viruses of apathy, lethargy, deceit and treachery...” Helms 
says the founding fathers created “the Miracle of America,” which is “collapsing, 
disintegrating, decomposing” due to assaults by liberal forces.

Liberal speakers like Ann Richards at Holyoke College, 1995, and Janet Reno 
at the University of South Carolina acknowledge what they view as America’s faults, 
but look forward to its promise, expressing what Reno calls her “faith in the American 
people and their ability to deal with adversity,” and what Ann Richards sees as “the 
Difference between a system that collapses under its own tired weight and a system 
that is rejuvenated by fresh faces, fresh voices, and fresh ideas.” 

So the American ideal, in the commencement sermon of civil religion, is por-
trayed either as a Paradise Lost or as the New Jerusalem of the future.  Whether the 
speaker views the present through the conservative, backwards-looking lens of Helms 
and Hoover or the liberal, forward-looking lens of Richards and Reno can cause a 
different interpretation of the same event. 

In the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, many colleges and universities were in 
turmoil. Students went on strike, even resorting to violence, protesting an educational 
system that many felt did not reflect contemporary social and political realities.  While 
many commencement speeches of the time did not refer to campus unrest, some did.  
Conservative cartoonist Al Capp, speaking at Franklin Pierce College in 1969 about 
this unrest, describes Harvard University as being “raped” and “mugged,” an academic 
Paradise Lost whose former nobility was under attack. Luetta Milledge, a minority 
professor speaking at Savannah State College in 1973 describes the same kind of 
campus agitators that Capp called “a horde of howling, half-educated, half-grown 
and totally dependent half-humans” as “soaring eagles” who “helped to revolutionize 
higher education,” creating a system that was evolving toward perfection.

Whether they are described as destructive brutes or transforming agents, students 
and the educational enterprise in which they study are seen by most commencement 
speakers as central to the America described in the rhetoric of civil religion. Therefore, 
in order to understand the commencement address as a form of ceremonial rhetoric, 
we must consider it within the historical context of commencement in America. 

TRADITIONS OF COMMENCEMENT AND THE 
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS

Commencement ceremonies can be traced back to the inception of European 
educational institutions. The first recorded commencement took place at the University 
of Bologna in the twelfth century. Medieval university administrative structures were 
modeled after the administrative structures of the powerful craftsmen guilds of the 
time. Therefore, the student’s pursuit of the bachelor’s degree was roughly equivalent 
to apprentice or journeyman status. And just as the medieval journeyman traveled 
throughout Europe to learn from the best affordable masters in the craft, so the student 
often visited more than one university in search of higher learning. Upon the comple-
tion of his studies (early graduates were almost exclusively male), the student became 
a full member of the educated class, just as the guild member became a fully vested 
member of the guild upon reaching the master’s degree. So the term commencement 
was used to signify the commencement of an official career.19 A ceremony took place 
to mark the student’s entrance into full participation in professional life.

At Oxford University in Great Britain, among the world’s oldest universities, 
the graduation ceremony was named after the Greek word encaenia, which stands for 
a festival of renewal and was later translated to mean “festival of dedication.” The 
graduating student had demonstrated dedication to the ideals of learning and of the 
university. Prior to the 18th century, Oxford defined its commencement ceremony 
as follows:
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The Oxford Encaenia is the surviving part of a more extensive 
ceremony called “the Act,” which used to include ambitious musi-
cal works, often composed for the occasion, and such traditional 
features as a satirical speech, often scurrilous and sometimes 
scandalous, by an anonymous speaker known as Terrae Fillius, 
‘Son of the Earth.’20

After 1760 the anonymous speaker and satirical speech were replaced by “the Public 
Orator” who now delivers the “Creweian Oration, on the events of the past year and 
in commemoration of the University’s benefactors.”21 This speech, which is always 
delivered in Latin, is the only formal public address that occurs at the degree ceremony, 
and it is not considered a commencement address.22

Not surprisingly, most of the early customs regarding commencement in 
America were developed by universities in New England and Virginia using Eu-
ropean models. Yale, for example, was heavily influenced by practices in England 
in terms of the procession of faculty to the degree-granting area, the music and the 
idea that there should be a speech of some sort delivered at the occasion. Harvard 
was similarly influenced by Dutch universities, as this was the heritage of its first 
president, Nathaniel Eaton in 1639.23 

However, although colonial American graduation practices were heavily 
modeled after those at their European counterparts, commencement speaking as it 
commonly occurs in America is purely an American creation. A formal address to 
the graduates by a fellow student, a member of the faculty or an outside speaker 
was a minor part of the European ceremonies if, indeed, it happened at all. In con-
trast, the commencement address grew to become a central portion of the American 
commencement as the ceremony developed from colonial times to the present. An 
examination of the histories of some of the oldest colleges and universities in the 
United States reveals that graduation events began small and then expanded in both 
time and complexity, including various ceremonies, social gatherings and any number 
of oratorical contests. The graduation event lasted between one and two weeks in 
its longest form. 

The first commencement ceremony in America took place at Harvard. Beginning 
in 1684, Harvard’s commencement activities reflected much public rejoicing. In fact, col-
lege authorities “were becoming alarmed at the excessive hospitality, the drunkenness and 
disorder, at Commencement.”24 New Englander residents of this Puritan colony at 
that time had very few holidays, and so commencement activities tended to draw 
large crowds. In Three Centuries of Harvard, Samuel Morrison explains that this 
“naturally brought together all the cheap-jacks, Indian medicine men, acrobats and 
public entertainers, that New England afforded.”25 Huge tents were erected outdoors 
on campus to accommodate dancing, gambling, drinking and eating. Graduation had 
become so rowdy an occasion that in 1735 President Wadsworth kept the date of 
commencement a secret until a week before ceremonies. During the Revolutionary 
War, the commencement ceremony at Harvard was said to be “a mere shadow of its 
former self,” and it later became “a purely academic festival.”26

Yale’s first commencement ceremony was held on September 16th in 1702. The 
ceremony was held on a Wednesday and was not on campus. Instead it took place 
at the home of one of the school’s founders, Reverend Saybrook. Saybrook said at 
the time he preferred that commencement ceremonies be “small and private so that 
no unnecessary expense would be entailed by student, college, or parent.” Trustees 
feared that Yale’s commencement would become like Harvard’s, which had taken 
on “the atmosphere of a great country fair.”27 Saybrook was said to have presented a 
short address and then conferred degrees.

The first commencement ceremony held on Yale’s campus occurred 15 years 
later in 1717. These ceremonies lasted most of the day and were said to be direct 
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descendants of ceremonies in the Middle Ages.28 Protocol for ceremonies were now 
public and more formal; they began with a prayer and then moved to salutary orations 
in Latin and syllogistic disputations. Students would then receive verbal acknowledg-
ment for their degree. Diplomas were not conferred at that time. A newly graduated 
Master of Arts student would then deliver “a grateful and pathetic valediction to all the 
members of society.”29 There was finally a closing prayer. The 1848 commencement 
ceremonies at Yale had grown to include colloquy, philosophical oration, salutary 
oration and valedictory oration.30 However, by 1860 this number had grown to 20 
separate orations on the day of commencement.31

The history of commencements at southern universities shows a pattern similar 
to that of New England institutions. Vanderbilt University celebrated its first com-
mencement on June 21, 1876, with a relatively short ceremony. However, by 1888 
ceremonies had grown to include five addresses, the prayer and four speeches (by a 
class representative, two faculty members and “His Excellency, R. L. Taylor, Governor 
of Tennessee”32). It was not until 1911 that the main address at Vanderbilt graduation 
was referred to as the commencement address.

Some of the first records of graduation indicate that students’ oral defenses of 
a thesis or dissertation served as the focal point for gradation. In 1717 at Harvard, 
seniors offered final oral exams in the form of recitations and “sitting solstices”:

As there seemed no point in saying farewell to classmates whom 
you would see everyday for another term, valedictories were post-
poned from March to June; and there they remained until ‘Seniors’ 
Valedictory’ became Class Day, a century later.33

The oral examination as part of the commencement ceremony continued at some 
institutions through the 19th century as documented in the following quotation from an 
invitation to graduation at Hampton Institute (now Hampton University) in 1874:

The morning will be occupied with the usual recitation of the ju-
nior classes, and with an examination of the graduating class. The 
afternoon exercises will consist of orations and essays by members 
of the graduating class.34

Contemporary oral examinations are private assessments of the graduating 
student’s scholarly ability generally attended only by members of the faculty.  In 
contrast, before the twentieth century, oral examinations were public demonstrations 
of the students’ academic prowess. North American commencement exercises were 
meant to be public spectacles almost from the start, as the description of early Harvard 
commencements and the following citation describing commencement at another of 
America’s earliest universities demonstrate:

There was a Commencement at William and Mary College in the 
year 1706 at which there was a great concourse of people: several 
planters came thither in coaches, and others in sloops, from New 
York, Pennsylvania, and Maryland, it being a new thing in America 
to hear graduates perform their exercises. The Indians themselves 
had the curiosity, some of them, to visit Williamsburg upon that 
occasion, and the whole country rejoiced as if they had some rel-
ish of learning.35 

Like weddings, funerals and other rites common to American society, com-
mencement early became a public occasion that transcended its putative purpose. That 
is, attenders of the rite used the event as a social occasion to greet each other, conduct 
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informal business and see and be seen to their best advantage. Commencement was 
a focal point, bringing together influential businessmen, politicians and educators 
who could rub shoulders and make deals informally at the many receptions, teas and 
dinners that filled commencement week. This reality did not escape the notice of 
S. C. Armstrong, principal of the Hampton Institute, who encouraged local men of 
commerce to attend commencement with these words:

A number of influential citizens of New York are expected to be 
present, who have expressed their gratification at the prospect of 
meeting representative Virginia gentlemen on this occasion, and 
it is believed that a meeting of the friends of education from dif-
ferent sections of the country will result in mutual gratification as 
well as public benefit.36  

Commencement served the students and their families through honoring their achieve-
ments in a ceremonial and public way. The students would not only be honored by 
the institution and by their family, but they would be placed in the public eye to be 
seen and evaluated by potential employers or patrons. Rather like the contemporary 
high school or college athletes who hope to be scouted by coaches and offered lucra-
tive positions as a result of their performances, so some early graduates hoped, no 
doubt, to be scouted by influential members of society. But commencement served 
the needs of the university also. By parading the cream of the academic crop at this 
very public occasion, the institution hoped to gain the patronage of the wealthy and 
influential as well. 

Generally, the length and elaborateness of commencement grew along with the 
college or university. The very first commencement ceremony at the University of the 
South, or Sewanee, in Tennessee was a one-day event on August 1, 1874. Graduation 
evening offered speeches by graduates who were delivering their theses of study.37 

Given that there were a total of six graduates that year, this protocol seemed feasible. 
However, as the number of graduates grew, the number of speeches grew, and the 
content of graduation speeches changed. This appears to be true of institutions all 
across the country.

In 1875, Trustees at Sewanee University voted to adopt a resolution that would 
lengthen commencement activities to a week and provide “for a more satisfactory pro-
gramme of Commencement exercises.” Below is a representation of that program:

Saturday-Opening Services, with Holy Communion and Chancel-
lor’s Address

Sunday A.M.-Commencement Sermon. Night: Address before 
the Guild

Tuesday Night-Declarations by Junior and Grammar School Boys, 
to be selected by Vice-Chancellor and Hebdomadal Board

Wednesday A.M.-Commencement Oration. Night: Speeches by 
contestants of the two Societies

Thursday A.M.-Speeches by Graduates, and conferring Degrees. 
Night: Commencement Festivities38

As schools matured and their traditions ripened, many schools in the 18th 
century provided weeklong activities for commencement ceremonies. These activi-
ties included several oratorical contests, debates, dances, luncheons, dinners, alumni 
gatherings and finally one speech on commencement day that usually preceded the 
graduates’ being awarded their degrees. 

In order to showcase all students’ talent, not only their oratorical talents, it was 
common to have musical selections performed by graduating seniors, both as inter-
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ludes within the graduation ceremony itself and as separate senior concerts. Military 
academies would present military parades, cavalry exercises or even (as at Virginia 
Military Institute in 1905) a “sham battle,” and a “First Aid to the Wounded Drill.”39 

A class play performed during commencement week was common in the latter half 
of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th. Shakespeare’s As You Like It was a 
common choice, probably because of its light-hearted theme and its alfresco setting. 
The Popular Commencement Book by Effa E. Preston, a commencement sourcebook 
for high school and college administrators published in 1931, offers several trite and 
contrived one-act skits with a graduation theme, which implies that far more contem-
porary commencement plays were also in fashion. Many commencement programs 
encouraged visitors to attend a senior art exhibit as well.

The activities detailed above served a dual purpose: to entertain the visitors at 
commencement while showcasing student talent. However, other activities appear 
to have had value solely as entertainment. For instance, in 1873, Virginia Military 
Institute’s entertainment included the unusual juxtaposition of a performance of 
Shakespeare’s Richard III on Monday followed by a minstrel show on Tuesday with 
fireworks in the evening on Friday.40 Through the 1920s, an annual regatta and a 
baseball game were a regular part of Washington and Lee’s commencement week, 
called Finals. Various teas and receptions were ubiquitous at all institutions surveyed. 
Graduation dances were a common occurrence, and a commencement program at 
William and Mary from 1913 includes among the festive activities an evening stroll 
down Lover’s Lane.

Colleges and universities with a wealthy constituency enjoyed graduation 
festivities and public displays in monumental proportions. Writing in 1939, Porter 
Sargent, editor of the prestigious guide to private secondary schools, called gradua-
tion week at elite institutions “the greatest folk festival the world has known,” adding 
cynically that commencement “has become a large scale piece of advertising for 
prestige and money.... Commencement at the older universities are competitive as 
to spectacular features, speakers who will secure headlines, and finally in the result 
of it all, the announcement of funds....”41 

This mixture of serious and frivolous activities lasting for several days typi-
cally preceded the commencement ceremony itself. The commencement ceremony 
was and remains a culminating event of high ritual. Perhaps the feature most initially 
distinctive of the ceremony is the wearing of academic dress and the display of other 
academic regalia. 

Academic dress was originally the usual medieval clothing of the time in 
Europe. Early in the 15th century, sumptuary laws in Oxford began to regulate the 
clothing of academics. The Books of the Chancellor and Proctors of 1426 and an 
Oxford statute of 1432 restrict the color and composition of hood linings for certain 
ranks of academics.42 These regulations were taken seriously. Mary Irwin notes that

In the laudian days of Oxford it was prescribed that any tailor who 
departed from the authorized design “by even a nail’s breadth” in 
the making of any article of collegiate costume was to be punished 
by the vice-chancellor of the university.43

To this day Oxford professors attend classes in regalia, as do professors at the 
University of the South. Although North American colleges and universities ultimately 
adopted academic garb based on the Oxford model, this adoption came relatively 
late. Kevin Sheard notes that only two or three colleges and universities in the United 
States commonly wore academic garb in the mid-18th century and suggests that the 
lack of ceremonial costume was due to the institutions’ desire to develop a distinctly 
American educational model rather than adopting British university trappings.44 Caps 
and gowns came into fashion soon after the Civil War.45 

At a conference of academics held at Columbia University in 1895, a code of 
academic costume for the United States was created. The code was primarily the 
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work of Gardner C. Leonard, a Williams College graduate. It proposed, for instance, 
that the color of the hood would signify discipline and type of degree and the color 
of the armbands on the robe could signify school colors. Although compliance with 
the code was voluntary, many institutions adopted it. In 1902 the regents of the State 
University of New York chartered the Intercollegiate Bureau of Academic Costume 
that maintains the registry of hood patterns and safeguards the color system.46 Although 
there have been minor revisions in the code in 1932 and 1959, it has remained basi-
cally constant since the turn of the last century.47

Other academic regalia commonly used in the graduation procession include 
flags and pennants. In addition to the national flag and often the state flag, many 
universities have their own flag, which most commonly represents the college seal 
on a background of the college colors48 and which is carried by a standard bearer in 
the procession. The graduating class may also have a flag or pennant in the class or 
college colors. At Baldwin-Wallace College, a ring decorated with ribbons represent-
ing the colors of all the past classes is carried at graduation. The Lynchburg College 
procession in Lynchburg, Virginia, includes the flags of the native countries of all 
graduating international students.

The college mace is another symbol seen frequently at college graduations. 
The mace had its origin in medieval times as a club or weapon carried by guards or 
a university official in high authority.49 Now, a stylized mace most often carved of 
wood and bearing the college seal, may be carried by the marshal “to symbolize the 
dignity and authority of the university.”50

Other common graduation rituals seem to have appeared spontaneously in 
America without historical European counterparts. For instance, the Intercollegiate 
Bureau of Academic Costume did not delineate tassel placement, and yet, as the 
Academic Council on Higher Education notes,

...numerous institutions have adopted the practice during com-
mencement exercises, of requiring candidates for degrees to wear 
the tassels on the right front side before degrees are conferred 
and to shift them to the left at the moment when the degrees are 
awarded to them.51

Anyone who has helped college seniors robe for graduation knows that proper tassel 
etiquette is a matter of high anxiety for the graduates.

 The use of Sir Edward Elgar’s Pomp and Circumstance March Number 1 
in D Major, written in 1901, seems to have spread like wildfire from graduation to 
graduation early in the 20th century. Although it is now as common to graduation 
processionals as Mendelssohn’s Incidental Music to A Midsummer Night’s Dream is to 
wedding processionals, the date of the original adoption of this piece as a commence-
ment theme and the impetus for its adoption by numerous colleges and universities 
is unclear.

 Commencement ceremonies in the 18th and 19th centuries were highly 
ornamented to be sure, but they were also largely oratorical. Oratorical contests at 
commencement typically occurred in a variety of ways. At Dartmouth in 1801, there 
were four principle orations: “the Salutary Oration, in Latin . . . the Philosophic, 
in English . . . a Greek Oration . . . and the Valedictory in English.”52 Sewanee had 
oratorical contests in “Declamation” and “Literary Contest in Oratory and Essay.”53 

Although there is no indication that students initially disliked ceremonies or fre-
quented them less as the number of speeches grew in number and in size, trustees of 
Sewanee voted in 1880 to enact policies that would penalize students who did not 
attend commencement.54 In 1882, it was decided that ceremonies should remain at 
one week; two weeks was deemed too long.

 The tradition of having virtually every graduate speak was usual through the 
19th century and into the early 20th century. The graduation at Howard University 
in 1869 consisted of a prayer, an address by the college president, musical selections 
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played by students, and 16 orations.55 At Bowdoin College, where addresses were 
given in Latin, German, Greek and Hebrew, every graduate had a speaking part 
until 1877.56 At Hampden-Sydney College in 1874, 8 of the 13 graduates spoke. The 
salutatory was given in Latin, and the valedictory was given in English as were six 
addresses ranging from the philosophical (“The Proper Study of Mankind is Man”) 
to the political (“Repudiation of the State Department”) to the religious (“He’s Only 
a Carpenter”).57

 Wesleyan University in Connecticut had no less than 15 speeches on com-
mencement day in 1843 including, in order, “Salutatory Address,” two speeches 
by students entitled “Oration,” one each entitled “Classical Oration,” “Eulogy,” 
“Metaphysical Oration,” two more speeches by students entitled “Oration,” further 
speeches entitled “Dissertation,” “Philosophical Oration,” “Portraiture of Character,” 
“Classical Oration,” two more “Orations” by students and, finally, the “Valedictory 
Address.”58 Commencement week at Wesleyan in the 1800s included a declamation 
contest and junior debate, which, in 1899, had as its resolution: “That it is expedient 
that the President of the United States is elected by popular vote.”59 Commencement 
exercises at Wesleyan on June 24th, 1861, were described by a newspaper reporter:

The day was fine; the class was fair; the orations well received, and 
kindly too, by reason of their brevity; the music of home make, 
good; the attendance only limited by the capacity of the newly and 
handsomely fitted church; the commencement dinner first rate; and 
withal [sic], everybody seemed satisfied.60

 Thus, while 18th-and 19th-century graduation ceremonies were marked by a 
week or two of oratorical contests and activities, 20th-century graduation ceremonies 
became shorter in length and allowed for fewer speeches. For example, at Yale in 
1860, there were 20 separate orations other than the commencement address. In 1940 
there were no orations outside the commencement address save the baccalaureate. 

There are three predominant reasons why commencement ceremonies and 
speeches have become shorter in length in the 20th century. The first has to do with 
resources, both of the institution and of the graduates’ families. As the privilege of a 
college education extended into the middle class during the continuation of the 20th 
century, more and more graduates had at least one working parent who could not 
afford to take time off to attend a child’s graduation. During the depression in the 
1930s, only the elite had the time or money to spend one or two weeks attending a 
child’s graduation. The whole process needed to be streamlined. 

When the country was involved in World War I and World War II, there were 
fewer resources available to everyone. The 1943 Commencement Program for Wil-
liam and Mary shows clearly how wartime shortages affected commencement with 
the following announcements:

Alumni Luncheon: Due to food rationing and other problems of 
war, it is impossible to have the usual alumni luncheon.

Lodging: Because of the war program, no lodging facilities are 
available on campus.61

A letter dated February 24, 1943, by John E. Pomfret, President of William and Mary, 
confirms that wartime pressures shortened commencement:

In order to permit parents and friends of the graduates to get in and 
out of Williamsburg the same day, I shall suggest at the next faculty 
meeting that the Commencement Exercises be held on Sunday at 
6:00 p.m. instead of the following day.62 
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  The second reason graduation ceremonies became shorter in length was due 
to the fact that graduating classes became larger. In 1950 graduation exercises moved 
outside at several large universities, including Vanderbilt and Yale, because the number 
of graduates had exceeded indoor space. The vagaries of wind and weather at outdoor 
ceremonies caused the ceremony to become curtailed. At some colleges, especially 
those in the South, the ceremony is held in the morning while the temperature is still 
relatively cool and before an afternoon thunderstorm can develop. At others, the cer-
emony is held during a relatively small window of time during which the graduates 
and the speakers can remain comfortably shaded. In her Mount Holyoke address, 
Ann Richards alludes to the weather as influencing her address with the words: 

I want to salute the forethought of the architects of this amphi-
theater. It was so nice that they realized that I needed to be in the 
shade and you needed to be in the sun. And because of our juxta-
position here I’ll be mercifully brief.

Over the years, there has been a desire on the part of some to change the format of 
commencement simply to update, freshen and add novelty to the proceedings. As 
American culture has become less formal, so, too, the more formal and liturgical ele-
ments of commencement were dropped in favor of a more relaxed tone, as Preston 
points out.

Like all honored institutions in the educational and social world dur-
ing the last two decades, the commencement celebration in school 
and college has felt the changing hand of time, and certain of its 
features have undergone modification. The demand for novelty in 
the arrangement of the graduation or class day program has grown 
to sizeable proportions, pushing the colder, classical formalities of 
the program somewhat into the background.63

The final reason that commencement ceremonies have become shorter has to 
do with the increasingly heterogeneous nature of the graduating class. It is clear from 
earlier commencement bulletins that this week of activities marked the separation of 
a group of intimate friends. Through the 19th century, the small class of graduates 
was a homogeneous group composed, generally, of privileged white males from the 
same geographic region, many of whom had attended the same preparatory schools 
and were childhood friends. As a result, the group formed very close ties. Often 
seniors had traditions—like the reading of the senior testament to the junior class or 
the presentation of the class gift to the college—that indicated that the graduates saw 
themselves as a cohesive unit. 

As women and minorities began attending coeducational and racially integrated 
colleges and universities in large numbers, and as higher education became a pos-
sibility for less wealthy Americans, class solidarity became much less pronounced 
among seniors. In fact, a sizable minority of students at American four-year colleges 
and universities do not finish in four years. They may attend part-time or “stop out” 
for work or internship opportunities. Students transfer from college to college fre-
quently. Nationally, only about half of the students entering a four-year college or 
university as a freshman will graduate from that same institution in four years’ time. 
As a result, it is unlikely, except at some very small residential liberal arts colleges, 
that the members of a graduating class all know each other well. Therefore, the ex-
tended period of class-based events that previously formed the majority of activities 
preceding the graduation ceremony no longer have the sentimental appeal they did 
through the first half of the 20th century. 
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The infusion of large numbers of adult students as a result of the Montgomery 
GI Bill after World War II further diversified the student body and added a group of 
students with a very different set of experiences and loyalties from the traditional 
18-to 22-year-old cohort. The adult student population continues strong to this day. At 
larger commuter universities, where many students attend part-time while working or 
raising a family, the student’s primary allegiance is to career and family. The college 
is seen foremost as a credentialing institution, not an entity that would promote strong 
identification. Graduates want to partake in the commencement ritual, but they may 
not want it to inconvenience them by cutting into their family or leisure time.

As ceremonies became abbreviated in the 20th century, so did the commence-
ment address itself. Brevity is a fairly modern form variable of commencement 
speeches that has changed through the years. Typically, at the turn of this century, 
commencement speeches lasted several hours. For instance, in 1881, Reverend Jos. 
L Tucker, D.D., spoke for several hours delivering a thirty-three page typewritten 
commencement address to Sewanee. Nearly twenty-five years later in 1905 Professor 
William Peterfield Trent laments to the graduates of the University of the South:

I regret to say that, in considering where a proper place for com-
pression could be found, I usually settled on the Commencement 
Address as something that might be abridged without great loss. I 
did not then see myself in the position of Commencement Speaker, 
nor did I realize fully, not only how hard it is to say anything worth 
hearing on such an occasion, but also how particularly hard it is to 
put even the little one finds to say into a reasonably compact form. 
It is one of life’s most familiar little ironies for the critic to find 
himself precisely in the position of men he has criticised [sic].

Today the average commencement address lasts about 45 minutes and has 
been as short as a few minutes, as was the case with former Congresswoman Shirley 
Chisholm’s commencement address at San Diego State University in 1999. How-
ever, no institution has done away with the commencement address altogether. The 
American Council of Education’s 1960 statement that “the essential elements of the 
ceremony are the conferring of degrees and the commencement address”64 remains 
true today despite persistent complaints about the length of the speech and attempts 
to keep it brief.

In 1995 Quincy Jones, an entertainment executive, complained to the Claremont 
Graduate School class, “to try to talk to the young people who will run the future 
of our society, in 10 minutes, is a little like trying to put a cantaloupe in a Coke 
bottle.”65 Barnaby McKeeney noted that many commencement speakers reference 
their audience’s impatience with the address by saying, “You realize, I suppose, that 
I am now all that stands between you and your degree.”66 The briefest commencement 
speech we have come across is a 1992 speech by Richard Moore, President of Santa 
Monica College Crossroads School for Arts and Sciences. Moore’s entire speech is 
as follows: “Feelings. Adventures. Ideas.” He shortened his remarks because nearly 
a dozen speakers had preceded him. He received a standing ovation.67

Archival research indicates that while most universities follow some basic pat-
tern for commencement, each school enjoys a unique rhetorical tradition based on that 
institution’s history. Some only allow chancellors and college presidents to address 
graduates, while others invite special speakers from outside the university.

Vanderbilt University prefers that speakers (who are always chancellors of 
Vanderbilt) not exceed 15 minutes. But this tradition is only about 50 years old. For 
nearly one hundred years, Vanderbilt invited commencement speakers from outside the 
university. However, in 1955, Dean Rusk, then president of the Rockefeller Founda-
tion, spoke for more than two hours on a muggy commencement day on which rain 
had forced graduates and their families into an unair-conditioned gymnasium. That 
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same year, Chancellor Branscomb declared that only chancellors of Vanderbilt would 
deliver commencement speeches. The official reason for dispensing with outside 
commencement speakers was attributed to Chancellor Branscomb’s “desire to save 
time for the award of diplomas individually, and partly by the element of redundancy 
in having speakers at both morning and afternoon events, the Baccalaureate and 
Commencement.”68 Other institutions choose commencement speakers to reflect their 
particular character. Many women’s colleges choose only women commencement 
speakers. For instance, every year Sweet Briar College chooses its speaker from 
among its more illustrious alumnae. Scripps College chooses women trailblazers 
like feminist Naomi Wolf. 

The form for commencement activities and addresses has changed through-
out history and differs at different institutions. Many of the particulars have been 
handed down and modified based on an institution’s individual traditions and history. 
Some of the forms for the occasion have been modified based on external factors, 
including current events affecting the institution and number and characteristics of 
its graduates.

Until the period following the Second World War, graduation was primarily a 
local event.  Most of the graduates lived in the same region or state as the college or 
university. So the speaker was often someone who would be recognized locally by 
the graduates, their families, faculty, administration and trustees as well as potential 
donors or other supporters of the institution.  The mass resettlement of families dur-
ing and after the war caused colleges and universities to expand their focus from the 
local to the national. They were attended by GI’s who had experienced other regions 
of the country and students from other states and regions.  As a result, interest grew 
in having commencement speakers with broader recognition and appeal. 

By the 1960’s, national news magazines listed commencement speakers from 
more prestigious institutions and excerpts of commencement speeches were pub-
lished in news magazines and newspapers with national distribution. Some were 
even televised.  Due to possibilities for publication, some commencement addresses 
were written to be read as well as spoken like Kenneth Brown’s free verse address 
to the graduates of Wittenberg College in 1951. Politicians discovered that the com-
mencement address could become a platform for expressing their views.  In his 
commencement address at American University in 1963, John F. Kennedy spoke 
directly to Soviet Premier Khrushchev. He was able to use the commencement ad-
dress shrewdly by stating that his statements at graduation were “a declaration,” 
not “a formal binding treaty.”  He could draw this fine distinction because he was 
speaking at an educational, not a political, event, but he knew that his words would 
be broadcast worldwide. President Lyndon B. Johnson addressed the graduates at 
Howard University in 1965 with the knowledge that the proposals he put forth in 
his speech would be heard by members of the House and Senate. Czech President 
Vaclav Havel, addressing Harvard University in 1995, criticized the media’s cover-
age of him with certain knowledge that the media was listening to and recording his 
words.  But as the audience for commencement addresses has become ever broader, 
now including the millions with access to the World Wide Web, the form and content 
of these speeches has become ever more diffuse.

Commencement speakers themselves have openly struggled and complained 
over the last century of the lack of a set form for these speeches. Often speakers will 
tell their audiences what framework a commencement speech should follow. Yet 
although these speakers try to define the form or purpose of a “traditional” commence-
ment speech, their definitions differ. For instance, in 1943, Robert H. Jackson advised 
Syracuse students that “Commencement season is traditionally a time for casting up 
accounts between society and the graduate.”69 In 1949 Thomas Dewey suggested 
to Hamilton College students, “There is an old tradition that in acknowledgment 
of such an honor as you bestow upon me today, the recipient is expected to speak 
inspirationally to the graduating class and advise young men how to do a better job 
with the work than their elders have done.”  In 1967 Gaston Pelletier gave students 
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at the State College in Delhi, New York, the following outline for the traditional and 
customary commencement speech:

to welcome warmly those in attendance;

to congratulate the graduates;

to address them directly to praise their achievements;

to encourage them to strive for the highest and noblest 
objectives;

to caution them to those inevitable, dangerous challenges of life, 
(and fortify them accordingly);

to stimulate them to do good, avoid evil, and to tell them, 
ultimately, to go therefore and seek the kingdom of God.70

The form to which the speakers above allude we have called the inspirational speech. 
The inspirational commencement speech is perhaps the most sermon-like of the 
commencement genres in that it generally exhorts the students, who are the putative 
audience, to certain virtuous behaviors and attitudes. Hard work, gratitude to profes-
sors and parents, concern for those less fortunate are virtues which the graduates are 
commonly encouraged to evidence in their lives after graduation. 

A subgenre of the inspirational speech is one we call “different voices.” These 
are commencement addresses given at minority institutions that refer to the minority 
status of the graduating class and stress the special challenges the graduates will have 
due to that status. As mentioned above, many women’s colleges have a tradition of 
inviting women commencement speakers who, either directly or by example, address 
the particular challenges of the woman graduate. Other minority groups whose par-
ticular voices are represented in graduation speeches are African Americans, graduates 
from regional colleges and graduates of parochial colleges and universities. Such 
speeches inspire the graduates, but they also remind the graduates of their special 
role as a minority and may criticize the dominant culture for its prejudice against 
the minority group. 

For instance, Dr. Frederick Patterson, commencement speaker at Tuskegee 
Institute in 1961, spoke of American society’s “discriminatory practices against 
Negro Americans and the nationals of other countries whose skins are pigmented” 
and praised Southern sit-ins as “a dramatic example of this new determination by 
Negro Americans.”71 In 1953 Dr. George Mitchell, executive director of the Southern 
Regional Council, speaking at Belmont College in North Carolina about the future 
of the South, criticized “a jealous group of landlords, working their places with in-
sistent demand for cheap labor” (a situation that he felt was responsible for lagging 
industrialization in the southern Appalachians and coastal plain) as he urged the new 
graduates to strive for industrial modernization.72

Still other minorities are charged with special social responsibilities because of 
their religious status. Thomas E. Murray, Commissioner of the United States Atomic 
Energy Commission, speaking at the centennial of Manhattan College in 1953, charged 
the institution specifically with the responsibility of bringing Catholic teachings to 
science education.73 Chuck Colson, addressing the class of 1983 at Wheaton College 
in Illinois, exhorted them to more general action: “Dare to be Christian—and to live 
out your faith, for you have an opportunity to respond to the deepest yearnings of a 
people weary of the bankrupt ways of the world.”74

Although the inspirational speech with its subcategory of different voices is a 
common commencement speech form, it is rivaled by the platform speech in which 
the speaker, usually a politician, presents a platform for change. The most famous of 
these speeches is George Marshall’s 1947 Harvard commencement speech detailing 
what is now called the Marshall Plan. It serves as a model for all speeches of this 
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type and is referred to by practitioners of the genre. For instance, when addressing 
Harvard University graduates in 1997, Madeline Albright makes numerous references 
to Marshall’s speech in her address.75 A less famous example is Robert McNamara’s 
1962 speech at the University of Michigan, which presents a detailed position pa-
per on the role of nuclear forces within NATO as part of the United States’ defense 
strategy.76

A related category of commencement speech we call the world view genre. In this 
form, the commencement speaker gives a description of salient political, economic or 
social problems. Sometimes the speaker may suggest—in very general terms—steps the 
graduates may take to remedy the problem. For instance, a 1960 commencement address 
at Emory University, delivered by Louis M. Orr, then president of the American Medical 
Association, delineates “the ideological conflict of nationalism versus individual 
freedom” as the most important contemporary problem facing the United States.77 

He addresses social problems like mediocrity, compartmentalization, mass culture 
and standardization. Unlike a platform speech that would give a detailed agenda for 
remedying these societal defects, he concludes with the general rhetorical question 
and answer, “And what will your life be? The answer lies in your hands!”78 At Western 
Reserve University, a 1967 address by John J. Johnson, Stanford University professor 
of history, describes the political and economic concerns of Latin America in some 
detail, but urges his audience only to help bring the “great goal” of “peace with justice” 
into being. He offers no equally detailed blueprint of how this should occur.79

Both the platform speech and the world view speech raise interesting questions 
of audience. While the inspirational speeches and speeches in different voices ad-
dress the graduates and their expected roles in society, the platform and world view 
speeches often do not. For instance, the audience of McNamara’s speech would seem 
to be members of NATO, not seniors at a midwestern university. It is unlikely that the 
middle-class suburban Ohio young adults who constituted the majority of Western 
Reserve’s 1967 graduating class were keenly concerned about Central America’s 
economic problems. 

These two speech genres remind us of the public nature of commencement. The 
speaker is addressing the public through the media of press, television and the Internet, 
aware that the commencement address will be read and heard across the nation and 
around the world. So commencement speakers benefit by having a solemn, academic 
public stage that lends importance to their remarks. And the institution gains national, 
even international, recognition as the site at which these remarks were delivered.

More contemporary speakers have used humor to express their frustration over 
the lack of rules for commencement speaking. For instance, Stephen King told the 1988 
graduating class of the University of Maine, “I am not addressing you because you 
are not letters.”80 Meryl Streep questioned her role has speaker by asking 1983 Vassar 
graduates, “Why did you ask me here to speak? What do you think I know?”81 Finally, 
Gary Trudeau advises, “The chief function of the speaker is to ensure that graduating 
seniors do not enter the real world until they have been properly sedated.”82

All of the above genres of commencement address bring honor to the graduates 
and to the institution through the prestige of the speaker and the importance of the 
remarks. All of these genres see the educational institution as having goals that exist 
in harmony with the goals of the graduate and of the speaker. However, such harmony 
does not always exist. The graduation event and the commencement address have 
both been used as forms of protest: protest against current events, societal norms and 
even against the institution at which the address is being delivered.

THE COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS AS A METHOD OF 
PROTEST

The protesting of issues of the day has occurred on more than one university 
or college campus. In fact, the listing of all instances of protest at commencement 
over time would be a copious endeavor. Using commencement as a protest generally 
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occurs on two levels: 1) ritualized protest where attendees behave in some way so 
as to indicate the protest of some issue, or 2) rhetorical protest where the speaker 
crafts the content of the commencement speech so that it is either revolutionary or 
a contrast in form.

Commencement addresses are ripe occasions for remonstrative fodder. Gradu-
ates throughout history have used the situation to offer counterstatements to the status 
quo. In 1764, students at Yale rioted against their college and its president’s loyalty 
to the British Parliament by vowing to consume “no foreign spirituous Liquors any 
more.”83 After a student in 1765 spoke out against the Stamp Act during commence-
ment, the ceremony’s officials declared that,

unless the civil Authority in New-Haven will take Care to suppress 
the disorders that are frequently committed at the Commencement, 
and protect the President and Fellows from being insulted, the 
Commencement shall be holden in some other place or some other 
Measures shall be taken.84

In 1769, Yale graduates rebelled against duties passed in England affecting 
importation of goods to America. The following notice was published in area news-
papers:

The Senior Class of Yale College have unanimously agreed to make 
their Appearance at the next public Commencement, when they are 
to take their first Degree, wholly dressed in the Manufactures of our 
own Country: And desire this public Notice may be given of the 
Resolution, that so their Parents and Friends may have sufficient 
Time to be providing Homespun Cloaths for them, that none of them 
may be obliged to the hard Necessity of unfashionable Singularity, 
by wearing imported Cloth.85

Less common forms of protest include boycotting the ceremony altogether. 
In 1801, graduating Dartmouth College senior Daniel Webster did not attend com-
mencement ceremonies because he was not selected as “Valedictory Orator”86 and 
was asked by the faculty instead to recite a poem in Latin.

The richest era for commencement protests was the Vietnam War era. Ritualized 
antiwar demonstrations were the most common form of protest during the 1970s. 
For instance, at American University, students wearing black robes and white masks 
with Asian features stood and shredded their programs as an antiwar statement. At the 
same time, a few pro-war demonstrations took place as a group of faculty and parents 
walked out to protest the attack on President Nixon by the guest speaker Nicholas 
von Hoffman, columnist for the Washington Post.87 In 1970 Time magazine reported 
that the formal graduation ceremony at Tufts University drew only 25 of the 1,500 
graduating seniors. The remainder attended a countercommencement that featured 
protest singers Joan Baez and Phil Ochs.88

Graduates refusing to wear regalia, pasting messages to regalia, boycotting 
the ceremonies, standing with their backs to the graduation speaker and joining the 
speaker on stage have been typical protest tactics at commencement ceremonies in 
the 20th century. In 1978 students at Wesleyan University refused to wear caps and 
gowns during commencement ceremonies to protest apartheid in South Africa, and 
in 1990 some students at Yale stood with their backs to President Bush in protest of 
the Persian Gulf War. In 1998 forty graduates at University of California, San Diego, 
walked out of a commencement ceremony to protest Newt Gingrich’s remarks. In 
1999, in a highly orchestrated ritual protest, a group called the Lesbian Avengers 
disrupted the McGeorge Law School’s commencement speech, given by a stand-in for 
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California governor Pete Wilson, to protest Wilson’s decision to revoke a procedure 
allowing single parents to adopt.

... As soon as the keynote address began, two Lesbian Avengers 
attired in ruffled sundresses and pigtails interrupted the speech 
by jumping over the stage railing and holding up banners.... At 
the same time, one of the Avengers made a speech into a bullhorn 
denouncing Wilson’s new adoption policy.89

In general, methods of protesting the commencement occasion have not been 
outrageous and are usually silent. Perhaps the more damaging forms of protest come 
from commencement speakers themselves.

The counter commencement address is a dissenting address that blames (rather 
than praises) graduates, the particular college or university from which they are 
graduating or higher education in general. As such it conforms to Aristotle’s notion 
of epideictic rhetoric as praise and blame. These addresses are not usually delivered, 
but rather published as essays. The aim of the countercommencement is to “poke fun 
at the usual platitudes in commencement addresses.”90 

Some countercommencements take the form of gentle whimsy. In the past, 
various commencement speakers have chosen to address the graduates in capricious 
verse. In other cases, the whimsy lies in the persona of the speaker. For instance, in 
1996, the commencement address at Southampton College was delivered by Kermit 
the Frog who told graduates that on this special day, “All of us should feel very proud 
of ourselves...and just a little bit silly.” However, Kermit’s speech, though filled with 
rather giddy puns, affirms the value of an education and of the graduates’ roles in 
making the world a better place:

And so I say to you, the 1996 graduates of Southampton College, 
you are no longer tadpoles. The time has come for you to drop your 
tails and leave this swamp. But I am sure that wherever I travel 
around the world, I will find each and every one of you working 
your tails off to save other swamps and give those of us who live 
there a chance to survive. We love you for it.

The humor in some other countercommencement speeches is less light-hearted. 
It is edgier, more ironic. For instance, Bill Cosby offers what appears to be a counter-
commencement address in his 1987 speech to Wesleyan graduates. Cosby’s message 
contains ironic purpose in that his message contrasts traditional forms of praise for 
graduates:

This is the Class of ’87, a very important class. And you are blessed 
because you haven’t had one speaker yet tell you how you’re go-
ing to go forth and change the world. Because you’re not. Ask the 
Class of ’86. Not one change yet and they’re all still out there. 
One hundred and twenty thousand dollars later, which you will not 
pay back to your parents—$13,000 per year, and perhaps another 
30,000 for incidentals, another 20,000 for askidentials . . . Well, 
where are you going?

You’re not going forth unless you walk. You’ll turn around from 
here and you’ll wander, mentally, physically. But don’t forget, 
you’ve got one or two people, Mom and Dad, Mom or just Dad, and 
these people, they’re tired of you.... Start now! Show your parents 
how far you can go (with whatever you have), but get out, please. 
We love you, we do, but we’re tired, you’ve worn us out.91
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The difference between Cosby’s break in form and a true anticommencement ad-
dress is that the former uses irony to poke fun at the graduates themselves in a very 
humorous way—and this seems fitting, given that the speaker is a comedian. The 
latter, however, would go as far as to condemn the entire event—the occasion, the 
graduates and their education—and even the rest of society. 

For instance, in an anticommencement speech that was never delivered, but 
was published in the National Review in 1981, Professor Jacob Neusner at Brown 
University writes:

We the faculty take no pride in our educational achievements with 
you. We have prepared you for a world that does not exist, indeed, 
that cannot exist. You have spent four years supposing that failure 
leaves no record. You have learned at Brown that when your work 
goes poorly, the painless solution is to drop out. But starting now, 
in the world to which you go, failure marks you. Confronting dif-
ficulty by quitting leaves you changed. Outside Brown, quitters 
are no heroes.92

Some speakers mock the formality of the commence-
ment address with statements like that of actress Lynn Redgrave at 
Baruch College, 1995: “I’ve played nuns and hookers, but I’ve never worn a 
gown like this.” Others mock the contemporary college environment, contrast-
ing it with the ivy-covered myth as in this commencement column by Kevin 
Cowherd:

Except for the shaved heads, nose rings, tattoos, fraternity insignias 
branded into shoulders, canisters of Mace slung from book bags, 
beefed-up security patrols, anti-sexual harassment posters, and 
AIDS hotline numbers plastered on light poles every 10 feet, the 
campus is just as I remember it.93

Still others deflate the notion that the graduates are special people, “The world quite 
frankly doesn’t give a damn that the class of 1980 at Texas A&M is about to climb 
on board,” said Texas Lieutenant Governor William T. Hobby at the Texas A&M 
commencement.

Whatever the target of the speaker’s satire, the counter commencement speech 
offers a rich vein of commentary on contemporary American institutions, including 
the institution of the commencement speech and the societal values it purports to 
uphold.
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